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Cryptocurrencies and All That:
Two Ideas from Monetary Economics

Jesús Fernández-Villaverde

The monetary arrangements of societies are the result of the inter-
play of technology and ideas. Technology determines, for example,
which coins can be minted and at what cost. For centuries, minting
small-denomination coinage was too costly to induce Western
European governments to supply enough small change (Sargent and
Velde 2002). Only the arrival of steam-driven presses fixed this prob-
lem (Doty 1998). Simultaneously, ideas about private property and
the scope of government determined whether private entrepreneurs
were allowed to compete with governments in the supply of small
change (Selgin 2008). Technology and ideas about money engage
dialectically. Technological advances shape our ideas about money by
making new monetary arrangements feasible. Ideas about desirable
outcomes direct innovators to develop new technologies.

Few moments illustrate the engagement between technology and
ideas as pointedly as the last decade. The combination of powerful
new cryptographic algorithms (von zur Gathen 2015) and the wide-
spread adoption of high-speed internet has allowed the appearance
of cryptocurrencies, issued either by private parties (such as bitcoin
and Ether) or, potentially, by central banks (also called central bank
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digital currencies, or CBDCs; Barrdear and Kumhof 2016). The rev-
olutionary potentialities of those developments (and related advances
in artificial intelligence and fintech more in general) are probably
bigger than those of any other development in monetary arrange-
ments since the collapse of the classical gold standard during the
Great Depression.

Monetary economics must catch up with the new cryptocurrency
landscape and help to shape it. While software engineers, financial
experts, and entrepreneurs are key players in this process of change,
monetary economists have a complementary perspective that can
add much to the dialectic process outlined above.

In this article, I want to highlight two ideas from monetary eco-
nomics that have helped me to organize my thinking about cryp-
tocurrencies. Not only do I believe that these ideas illustrate my
assertion regarding the importance of monetary economics at this
crossroads of technological innovation, but also I have often found
that these ideas are not sufficiently appreciated by those who look at
cryptocurrencies from alternative perspectives such as computer sci-
ence and the industry.

First, monetary economists are keenly aware that talking about
money is talking about frictions. Societies use money because there
are essential frictions to trade. Far from participating in an idealized
Arrow-Debreu environment, economic agents participate in sequen-
tial trades with varying degrees of anonymity, imperfect monitoring,
and lack of commitment. Money appears in societies because agents
search for ways to achieve allocations that, in the presence of fric-
tions, could not be achieved without a medium of exchange. In other
words, money is essential.

The presence of frictions, however, brings a sharp implication:
we cannot assume that the market allocations would be Pareto opti-
mal in the same way that we can work with the presumption of effi-
ciency in textbook Arrow-Debreu environments.1 Frictions create
money, but they also destroy the presumption that private arrange-
ments can be aggregated into desirable outcomes. Therefore, pub-
lic policy has a potential role to play that does not exist, for instance,

1 One can think about this point, using a legal analogy, as determining where the
burden of proof lies. In textbook Arrow-Debreu economies, the rebuttable pre-
sumption is that the equilibrium is Pareto optimal. In monetary economics, the
rebuttable presumption is that the equilibrium is not efficient.
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in the production of pencils (Friedman and Schwartz 1986). There
is no Federal Pencil System, but there is a Federal Reserve System.

The statement regarding the failure of markets in delivering effi-
cient monetary arrangements is more nuanced than it may seem at first
sight. While there is a clear role for government intervention, public
policies also bring shortcomings of their own due to political economy
constraints. The experience of the last 100 years of fiat money, from
Weimar Germany to Maduro’s Venezuela, demonstrates that govern-
ments are perfectly capable of (and often eager to) offering money that
is considerably worse than monies created by private parties.

The relevant question is then: under which conditions should a
government have a monopoly on money issuance (as we have now)?
And, related and important for the topic at hand: has the arrival of
cryptocurrencies changed the answer to the previous question?

Second, monetary economists are educated to think in terms of
general equilibrium. We spend much time teaching our students that
the aggregation of individuals’ actions can result in outcomes that are
far from those that would hold in isolated decision problems or mar-
kets. A famous example (and one particularly relevant for our discus-
sion) is Caplin and Spulber (1987). The authors build an economy
with nominal rigidities caused by menu costs in price setting by firms.
And, yet, in aggregate, price stickiness disappears and money is neu-
tral. Caplin and Spulber (1987) is a cautionary tale for the implication
of cryptocurrencies. For instance, a protocol that issues a cryptocur-
rency at a speed that ensures its wide adoption may have adverse
aggregate consequences. Hence, any answer to the two questions
from the paragraph above needs to be framed within the context of
a general equilibrium model.

In the next two sections, I will elaborate in more detail the relation
of each of these two ideas, trade under frictions and general equilibrium
monetary economics, with cryptocurrencies. I will conclude the paper
with some remarks regarding the future developments of monetary
arrangements, including a quick sketch of my assessment of CBDCs.

Trade under Frictions
Even the simplest human groups are built around the division of

labor and, with it, of exchange. The previous observation is composed
of two parts: first, the pervasiveness of the division of labor among
social groups; second, the widespread existence of exchange.
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The division of labor is a direct consequence of comparative
advantage (i.e., our productivities while undertaking different tasks
are different: I am comparatively better at economics than at play-
ing rugby), different endowments (i.e., some people have the talents
to complete some tasks while others lack those talents: I am unable
to kick a drop goal even if I try for hours), and increasing returns to
scale (i.e., specialization requires focusing on a few tasks: for nearly
everyone, it takes at least 10 years of a university education to write
a paper in economics publishable at a top journal). These three rea-
sons suggest that the division of labor must have appeared early in
hominids’ evolution. See, for instance, Samuni et al. (2018) for
recent evidence on the division of labor among wild chimpanzees
while hunting.

The existence of exchange follows nearly directly from the division
of labor. A human group based on the division of labor requires allo-
cating the output produced by the effort of its members. If agent A
specializes in hunting and agent B in cooking, agents A and B must
divide the final output, the meal, between them. In simple environ-
ments, this allocation can be achieved by a centralized mechanism.
After a family finishes preparing dinner, one member can allocate
the food among everyone.

But as soon as the group’s size grows, centralized allocations
become too costly and inefficient (as anyone who has tried to man-
age a meal for more than 20 people has realized). Even Soviet
Russia had to abandon its radical experiment with the centralized
allocation of consumption goods in 1921. For the rest of the history
of the Soviet Union, retail remained a partially decentralized activ-
ity whereby consumers, through the use of their rubles, could
decide among different (even if often limited) options of the goods
produced.

The obvious alternative to centralized mechanisms is some form
of (partially) decentralized allocation mechanism. At this point,
exchange appears as the easiest alternative. This explains why we
have indications that exchange, even among groups of humans living
far apart, appeared very early. For example, recent archeological
evidence suggests the existence of maritime routes of obsidian arti-
facts trade in the Aegean by the Early Holocene age around 12,000
years ago, well before the arrival of agriculture to the area (Laskaris
et al. 2011).
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The difficulty with exchange is that completing it through barter is
rarely feasible. This is particularly true of intertemporal trade: even if
two agents are fortunate enough to satisfy the double coincidence of
wants, each product may be completed at different times (or, equiva-
lently, in different quantities). For example, a hunter needs an arrow-
head from the artisan who produces it (a highly specialized skill in
many hunter-gatherer groups) before he can complete the hunt that
will yield the meat to pay for the arrowhead. If the hunter promises to
pay the artisan a day after the arrowhead is delivered (so as to allow
him to hunt his prey), we are suddenly dealing with credit and debt.2

A possibility to implement exchange is to use a ledger system
within the group: the hunter gets a debit every time he gets an arrow-
head (or some other items) from someone and a credit when he
delivers meat to another party. However, keeping a ledger system is
costly, prone to errors, and informationally inefficient. In particular,
the group does not need to keep the whole ledger, but only the net
position of each member of the group. Not only do net positions
reduce the information burden of the ledger, but they also reduce
input errors (you can experience this yourself if you want to keep
track of transactions: the less information you carry, the easier it is to
avoid mistakes) and allow for easier addition and subtraction of mem-
bers of the group.

Net ledgers can be implemented in many ways and, in practice,
most groups keep different net ledgers running simultaneously (with
the subsequent need to accomplish transfers of net positions among
ledgers). A centralized system, such as the credit/debt operations of
ancient Sumerian temples, is potentially more robust, but it requires
trusting the ledger keeper and it is more costly to scale up.
Decentralized systems are more fragile (as they require the coordina-
tion of many agents), but they are much cheaper and more scalable.

One simple decentralized net system is the use of tokens: when
the hunter gives the artisan a token to pay for the arrowhead, he is

2 Parenthetically, I am always surprised that most of the examples of trade fric-
tions in textbooks on money involve intratemporal trade and its frictions (e.g., the
absence of a double coincidence of wants between Ann and Bob) when inter-
temporal trade and its frictions are probably a much more common case. Even
when Ann and Bob enjoy a double coincidence of wants, they might not need to
agree on the production level and timing of the goods to barter.
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crediting one unit for the artisan and debiting one unit for himself in
the decentralized net ledger of their group. When the meat is deliv-
ered, the transaction is reversed. Since this exchange of tokens is usu-
ally more secure than credit/debt relations (which are prone to
defaults), tokens quickly became a common (although, as mentioned
above, not the unique) implementation of decentralized net ledgers.
Whether the token is intrinsically worthless is mostly irrelevant,
although its intrinsic value may help to jump-start the decentralized
net system, as many agents may want the token regardless of its
potential use for future trade.

This long explanation has allowed us to get a working definition of
these tokens (which we usually call money): an informationally effi-
cient record-keeping mechanism that allows for decentralized trad-
ing under essential frictions to exchange. This is why Kocherlakota
(1998) equates money with memory. This point was not missed in
previous centuries. The Romans call coins nomisma (from which our
word numismatics comes). Nomisma is a derivation of the classical
Greek pòr�kr!, with a root in porí�I (custom, tradition, to main-
tain, to keep).

From this perspective, it is easy to see that a private
cryptocurrency—such as bitcoin—or a token-based CBDC is noth-
ing but one of these decentralized net ledgers. The details
(e.g., whether they are run by a blockchain or not, the concrete cryp-
tographic algorithms employed, etc.) are important in other contexts,
but not for my purposes. In the end, we are returning to the same old
arguments we have considered for decades and, therefore, we can
employ the same class of essential models of money that put frictions
at the core (Lagos and Wright, 2005). Should governments have a
monopoly on the issuance of tokens? Or should governments allow
the free competition of privately issued monies? How does the pres-
ence of privately issued monies impact government-issued money?

General Equilibrium
We need to remember that to explore these questions properly,

one needs to consider general equilibrium. As I explained before,
the individual actions of different agents aggregate in ways that can
be very far away from the intuition that we have from a single
market. This is particularly true when the markets are subject to
frictions.
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A good example of the powerful consequences of general equilib-
rium thinking in the area of cryptocurrencies is Fernández-
Villaverde and Sanches (2019), who build a model of currency
competition where money is essential and that captures some of the
main mechanisms behind the current boom of cryptocurrencies.

The first main result of Fernández-Villaverde and Sanches (2019)
is that, in most cases, private monies do not deliver price stability.
A profit-maximizing entrepreneur will issue money to maximize the
real value of seigniorage. Whether this issuance strategy would
induce price stability depends on the cost associated with the mint-
ing technology. An interesting case (since it resembles the most com-
mon assumption in economics) is a cost function that is strictly
convex. In this situation, the entrepreneur will always have the incen-
tive to mint at least a marginal amount of new currency. A simple
application of the quantity theory of money (which is nothing more
than a straightforward general equilibrium condition) shows that this
marginal amount of new currency will generate an increase in the
price level.

The second main result of Fernández-Villaverde and Sanches
(2019) is that, when an automaton issues money with a nonstate-
contingent rule (such as the code behind bitcoin), there is no reason
why the quantity of money will be compatible with price stability
(except by random chance). Bitcoin decided how many new currency
units were going to be issued in 2020 well before anyone had any
inkling of the Covid-19 crisis. Again, let us go back to the quantitative
theory of money: the health emergency has had an enormous impact
on money velocity and output. An automaton would not have been
able to accommodate any of those changes.3

The third main result of Fernández-Villaverde and Sanches (2019)
is that even if in those situations where, because of either the cost
function of minting money or the design of the automaton issuing
money, we have an equilibrium with price stability, we still have
other equilibria with self-fulfilling inflationary paths. These paths are
closely related to the self-fulfilling inflationary paths in Obstfeld
and Rogoff (1983) and Lagos and Wright (2005) in economies with

3 Notice that this reasoning does not affect more complex algorithms that could
look at external conditions; but none of those is behind the most popular
cryptocurrencies.
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government-issued money. In other words, self-fulfilling inflationary
episodes are intimately associated with any decentralized ledger
implemented with intrinsically useless tokens, even when those
tokens are electronic and issued by private profit-maximizing, long-
lived entrepreneurs. The intuition is simple: since the tokens are
intrinsically worthless and only traded because of their liquidity serv-
ices, we can, in general, build many paths of their values that satisfy
individual optimality and rational expectations.

The fourth main result of Fernández-Villaverde and Sanches
(2019), and perhaps the most important, is that private monies will
not maximize social welfare (even when prices are stable). The rea-
son is that, since private entrepreneurs take prices parametrically,
there is no incentive for any of them to change the supply of money
in ways that overcome the pecuniary externalities created by trade
frictions. In other words: the “price” of money (the inverse of the
price level) does not play a fully allocative role when trade frictions
are present. But the only way we can make sense of the existence of
money is by accepting the presence of trade frictions.

Therefore, Fernández-Villaverde and Sanches (2019) conclude
that the case for private monies is weak and that a government-issued
money can do better because a central bank, which does not need to
maximize profits, can issue money to maximize social welfare.
However, the conclusion is nuanced. The interesting comparison
between alternative monetary arrangements is not between two ideal
arrangements, but between “actually existing” monetary arrange-
ments. Do we trust that the political-economic game will deliver
good government money? Have I forgotten about the long list of
hyperinflations that government monies have experienced for cen-
turies and that I mentioned a few pages ago?

No, I have not. That is why my practical answer about private
cryptocurrencies is a typical one from an economist: “it depends.” If
we live in a country with an independent and sound central bank, we
can run a good government-money system, and private cryptocur-
rencies are next to useless—although I do not see any reason to pro-
hibit their use. If we live in a country where the central bank is out
of control, private cryptocurrencies can offer an attractive alternative
and even play a role as a disciplining device for central banks.4

4 Fernández-Villaverde and Sanches (2019) argue this point more formally.
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The Future of Monetary Arrangements
Talking about central banks: Should they also join the trend and

issue their own cryptocurrencies, aptly called CBDCs? The question
is more complex than it seems because, beyond eliminating physical
cash, a CBDC will allow the central bank to engage in large-scale
intermediation by competing with private financial intermediaries for
deposits and, likely, engaging in some form of lending of those
deposits.5 Therefore, a CBDC has implications that go well beyond
creating another form of electronic payment or the much milder
phasing out of physical cash as proposed by Rogoff (2014).

I have studied this possibility in two recent papers, Fernández-
Villaverde et al. (2021) and Schilling, Fernández-Villaverde, and
Uhlig (2020). The former deals with a real model, and the latter
focuses on nominal contracts. Our main conclusion is that we are
skeptical about the value of CBDCs. Fernández-Villaverde et al.
(2021) argue that a CBDC will give the central bank market power
in deposit holding that is likely to be abused for political gains.
Schilling, Fernández-Villaverde, and Uhlig (2020) demonstrate an
impossibility result that we call the CBDC trilemma: of the three
goals of efficiency, financial stability (i.e., absence of runs), and price
stability, a central bank issuing CBDCs can achieve at most two. In
particular, Schilling, Fernández-Villaverde, and Uhlig (2020) prove
that the central bank can only implement the socially optimal alloca-
tion while deterring runs if it can credibly threaten high inflation
whenever nominal spending is excessive.

Conclusion
I would not recommend a move toward a system of private cryp-

tocurrencies that controls most payments or the issuance of a
CBDC. This conclusion comes with three important caveats. First,
the conclusion is contingent on the current state of the technology
and the research of monetary economics. As they evolve, the

5 Proponents of CBDCs have been explicit about this point. For example,
Barrdear and Kumhof (2016: 7) state: “By CBDC, we refer to a central bank
granting universal, electronic, 24x7, national-currency denominated and interest-
bearing access to its balance sheet.” In this article, I use these authors’ definition
as the working concept of a CBDC.
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conclusion may change. Second, my answer would be different for
countries without sound central banks (and the ability to build
them). Third, this conclusion does not preclude the endorsement of
central banks building cheaper and faster electronic payment sys-
tems or closing doors to the development of new innovations from
the private sector, perhaps in “sandbox” environments. These are
exciting times to be a monetary economist and I am eager to see
what these innovations can bring.
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